Country House
6 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
400 m²
REF: IA 1737

Casa Pastor Marín
Cantoria

€189,000

A beautiful manor house in the centre of Cantoria, next to the church and cultural centre dating
from 19th century.
At the entrance, there is a large gate where they are inscribed the initials of its founders, There
is a lovely hall overlooking the grand wrought iron and marble staircase which gives the
house an air of grandeur. Below are 2 bedrooms, fully renovated bathroom, a large kitchen
also reformed with pantry, living room, several storage rooms, patio on two levels and a large
garage.
Climbing the stairs to the second floor, we find a double bedroom with a window to the hall of
the house, very typical in the homes of Andalusia of that time.
Following the stairs we come to the second floor where there are two independent corridors
that connect 3 double bedrooms, fully renovated bathroom and a large terrace.
In a third floor has a loft that needs some reform.
The ceilings throughout the house are high and floors are mainly marble withmosaics and
wooden design of the time.
The house is in very good preservation, needing very little reform to live in, although in
principle, if desired, it is ready to livein.
As you can see from the photos, the house has furniture and decoration in perfect condition
giving a typical stately air of the time.The furniture may be negotiable in the sale price.
A great house for a family who wants to live in the heart of this small town of Almeria and the
grandeur of a period house.
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